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Abstract
The propagator of the spinless Aharonov-Bohm-Coulomb system is de-
rived by following the Duru-Kleinert method. We use this propagator to ex-
plore the spin-1/2 Aharonov-Bohm-Coulomb system which contains a point
interaction as a Zeeman term. Incorporation of the self-adjoint extension
method into the Green’s function formalism properly allows us to derive the
finite propagator of the spin-1/2 Aharonov-Bohm-Coulomb system. As a by-
product, the relation between the self-adjoint extension parameter and the
bare coupling constant is obtained. Bound-state energy spectra of both spin-
less and spin-1/2 Aharonov-Bohm-Coulomb systems are examined.
Typeset using REVTEX
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I. INTRODUCTION
A great deal of attention of the Aharonov-Bohm(AB) effect [1], which sheds light on
the non-trivial physical significance of the scalar and vector potentials at quantum level,
has been paid in recent years in the context of anyonic [2], cosmic string [3], and (2+1)D
gravity theories [4]. Since anyon, a two-dimensional object, carries the magnetic flux [5],
the dominant interaction between anyons is of AB type. Arovas et al have pointed out in
their seminal paper [6] by calculating the second virial coefficient that the statistics of anyon
system interpolates between bosons and fermions, which is the most important property of
anyon system for attacking the high-Tc phenomena in superconductivity.
Many authors investigated whether or not this property can be maintained when the
spin degree of freedom is included. One remarkable difference of the spin-1/2 AB problem
from the spinless case is a point interaction potential term which occurs as a mathematical
description of the Zeeman interaction of spin with a magnetic flux tube. Gerbert dealt with
this problem [7] by applying the self-adjoint extension method [8] to the partial wave. He
claimed that when | m + α |< 1, where m and α are angular momentum quantum number
and flux parameter respectively, both regular and irregular radial solutions at the origin are
allowed. Being compatible with the boundary condition derived by self-adjoint extension
technique, his solution naturally contains undetermined real parameter, say θ, which is called
as self-adjoint extension parameter.
Hagen also analyzed the same problem on the physical ground [9]. He chose the physically
motivated expression of the flux tube
H ∝ lim
R→0
1
R
δ(R− r)
where H is a magnetic field, and solved the radial Schro˝dinger equation at the r < R and
r > R regions separately. Upon applying the matching conditions at r = R in the R → 0
limit, he argued that when both | m + α |< 1 and | m | + | m + α |= −αs are satisfied
simultaneously, where s is twice the spin quantum number, the physically relevant wave is
the irregular solution at the origin. Although the self-adjoint extension method does not
yield the latter one, it is easily shown that Hagen’s result coincides with Gerbert’s when the
self-adjoint extension parameter θ equals π/4. Hagen also calculated [10] the second virial
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coefficient for the spin-1/2 AB system and showed that it is completely different from that
for the spinless AB system.
A series of the above-mentioned papers on the spin-1/2 AB problem raises an issue on
the physical meaning of the self-adjoint extension parameter. Some authors [11] tried to
dig out its physical meaning in the internal structure of the magnetic flux tube. This kind
of approach , however, encountered with the criticism [12] that their calculation within
the framework of the Dirac equation tends not to be reliable because of the occurrence
of Klein’s paradox. Jackiw [13] also approached the same issue from the different point
of view. Analyzing the two- and three-dimensional delta-function potentials, he asserted
that the self-adjoint extension parameter has a certain relation with a renormalized(or bare)
coupling constant.
Recently his result was used for the derivation of propagator in the spin-1/2 AB system
by one of us [14]. In Ref.[14] it is shown that the relation between the self-adjoint extension
parameter and the renormalized coupling constant is more consistently derived by incorpo-
rating the self-adjoint extension method into the Green’s function formalism properly. The
method suggested in Ref.[14] is also applied to the one-dimensional δ′-potential case [15].
Since the AB interaction is accomplished between charge and magnetic flux, the inter-
acting anyon system naturally involves the Coulomb modification. The effect of Coulomb
potential in the spin-1/2 AB problem is discussed by Hagen in Ref.[12] by solving the
Schro˝dinger equation. Since the Feynman propagator [16] is essential and useful for an-
alyzing the time-dependent scattering and statistical property of anyon system, it is very
important to derive the propagator of the Aharonov-Bohm-Coulomb(ABC) system. In the
present paper we will derive the propagators of the spinless and spin-1/2 ABC systems by
using the Duru-Kleinert pseudotime method [17] and the essential idea in Ref.[14].
The non-relativistic solution of hydrogen atom has been a long-standing problem in
the path-integral framework. Duru and Kleinert solved the problem with a help of
Kustaanheimo-Stiefel(KS) [18] transformation and through the introduction of the dimen-
sional extension and pseudotime. Their essential idea is based on the following observations:
if the system possesses a Feynman path-integral for the time evolution amplitude, it does
so also for the fixed-energy amplitude K[~xb, ~xa;E]. Their idea came up with the following
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time-sliced formula
K[~xb, ~xa;E] (1.1)
= lim
N→∞
(N + 1)
∫ ∞
0
dǫsfr(~xb)fl(~xa)
∫  N∏
j=1
d~xj

∫

N+1∏
j=1
d~pj
(2π)D

 eiANE
where
ANE =
N+1∑
j=1
[~pj · (~xj − ~xj−1)− ǫsfl(~xj) {H(~pj, ~xj)−E} fr(~xj−1)] . (1.2)
Here, H and E are the Hamiltonian of a given system and its eigenvalue respectively, and
fl(~x) and fr(~x) regulating functions defined in chapter 12 of Ref.[19]. Pseudotime s is defined
as ds/dt = fl(~x)fr(~x) and (N + 1)ǫs = sb − sa ≡ s.
In this paper the propagators of the spinless and spin-1/2 ABC systems are derived.
Sec.II gives the derivation of the propagator of the spinless ABC system using Eq.(1.1) and
Levi-Civita` transformation that is a two-dimensional version of the KS transformation. In
Sec.III we will review Ref.[14] briefly to prepare the calculation in spin-1/2 ABC system.
In Sec.IV the derivation of the propagator of the spin-1/2 ABC system is presented by the
appropriate incorporation of the self-adjoint extension method into the Green’s function
formalism. A brief conclusion is given in Sec.V. Throughout this paper, we take h¯ = 1 for
simplicity.
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II. PROPAGATOR FOR SPINLESS ABC SYSTEM
In this section we will derive the propagator for a spinless ABC system by following the
method used by Kleinert[17, 19]. Let us start with the Hamiltonian
H =
(~p− e ~A)2
2M
+
ξ
r
(2.1)
where the AB potential is
~A =
α
e
ǫij
rj
r2
(2.2)
in Coulomb gauge and ǫ12 = 1.
Then the momentum integration of Eq.(1.1) can be performed straightforwardly and the
resultant fixed-energy amplitude is
K[~xb, ~xa;E] (2.3)
= (N + 1)
∫ ∞
0
dǫsfr(~xb)fl(~xa)
(
M
2πiǫsfr(~xa)fl(~xb)
) 1
2 ∫  N∏
j=1
d~xj
(2πiǫsfl(~xj)fr(~xj)/M)1/2


× expi
N+1∑
j=1
[
M
2ǫsfl(~xj)fr(~xj−1)
(~xj − ~xj−1)2 + e ~Aj · (~xj − ~xj−1)
−ǫsfl(~xj)
(
ξ
rj
− E
)
fr(~xj−1)
]
.
In deriving Eq.(2.3), we fixed D = 2.
With the following choice
fl(~x) = r
1−λ (2.4)
fr(~x) = r
λ
K[~xb, ~xa;E] can be simplified in a form
K[~xb, ~xa;E] = (N + 1)
∫ ∞
0
dǫs
M
2πiǫs
(
ra
rb
)1−2λ ∫ N+1∏
j=2
M
2πiǫsrj−1
d∆~xj

 eiSN0,E (2.5)
where
SN0,E =
N+1∑
j=1
[
M
2ǫsr
1−λ
j r
λ
j−1
(~xj − ~xj−1)2 + e ~Aj · (~xj − ~xj−1) (2.6)
−ξǫs
(
rj−1
rj
)λ
+ ǫsErj
(
rj−1
rj
)λ ]
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whose continuum limit is
S0,E[~x, ~x
′] = −ξs+
∫ s
0
ds
[
M
2r
~x′2 + e ~A · ~x′ + Er
]
(2.7)
and ~x′ = d~x/ds. Since continuum limit of K[~xb, ~xa;E] is independent of λ [19], we set
λ = 1/2, which yields
K[~xb, ~xa;E] = (N + 1)
∫ ∞
0
dǫs
M
2πiǫs
∫ N+1∏
j=2
M
2πiǫsrj−1
d∆~xj

 eiSN0,E;λ=1/2. (2.8)
We now apply the Levi-Civita` transformation

 x
y

 = A(~u)

 u1
u2

 , (2.9)
where
A(~u) =

 u1 −u2
u2 u1

 , (2.10)
to the path-integral calculation of K[~xb, ~xa;E]. ¿From the definition of Levi-Civita` transfor-
mation (2.9) and (2.10) it is easily shown that
x2 + y2 =
[
(u1)2 + (u2)2
]2
(2.11)
∆x2 +∆y2 = 4
[
(u1)2 + (u2)2
] [
(∆u1)2 + (∆u2)2
]
∂(x, y)
∂(u1, u1)
= 22r.
Furthermore, the Levi-Civita` transformation of the AB potential term is
~Aj · d~xj ≡ αyj∆xj − xj∆yj
r2j
(2.12)
= 2α
u2j∆u
1
j − u1j∆u2j
(uj)2
.
Hence, the AB-potential term with flux α in (x, y)-space is changed into the same form with
flux 2α in (u1, u2)-space. It is worthwhile to note that the Levi-Civita` transformation is a
mapping from flat (x, y)-space to flat (u1, u2)-space unlike KS transformation whose image
space has a torsion and curvature [19–21]. Therefore we can change the measure of Eq.(2.8)
as [19]
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N+1∏
j=2
(
M
2πiǫsrj−1
d∆~xj
)
⇒
N∏
j=1
(
M
2πiǫsrj
d~xj
)
. (2.13)
¿From Eqs. (2.11), (2.12), and (2.13) K[~xb, ~xa;E] is changed into
K[~xb, ~xa;E] = (N + 1)
∫ ∞
0
dǫs
(
M
2πiǫs
) ∫  N∏
j=1
4M
2πiǫs
d2~uj

 eiSNE [~u,~u′] (2.14)
where
SNE [~u, ~u
′] = −ξs+
N+1∑
j=1
[
2M
(~uj − ~uj−1)2
ǫs
+ 2e ~Auj ·∆~uj + ǫsE~u2j
]
(2.15)
and
~Au =
α
e
(u2,−u1)
(u1)2 + (u2)2
. (2.16)
The time-sliced action (2.15) represents the AB plus harmonic oscillator system whose mass
and flux parameter are 4M and 2α respectively, and angular frequency is
ω2 = − E
2M
. (2.17)
The well-known propagator [14,22] of the AB plus harmonic oscillator system can be used
to calculate the fixed-energy amplitude directly. After treating the square root property of
the Levi-Civita` transformation carefully that was explained nicely in chapter 13 of Ref.[19],
K[~xb, ~xa;E] becomes
K[~xb, ~xa;E] =
1
4
∫ ∞
0
ds (K[~ub, ~ua; s] +K[−~ub, ~ua; s]] (2.18)
where
K[~ub, ~ua; s] =
∑
m
eim(φb−φa)Km[ub, ua; s]. (2.19)
Here, φ is defined as polar angle in (u1, u2)-space
u1 = u cosφ (2.20)
u2 = u sinφ
and
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Km[ub, ua; s] =
(4M)ω
2πi sinωs
e−iξs (2.21)
× exp
[
i(4M)ω
2
(u2a + u
2
b) cotωs
]
I|m+2α|
(−i(4M)ωuaub
sinωs
)
.
After inserting Eqs. (2.19) and (2.21) into Eq.(2.18) and representing the result in terms
of the polar coordinate in (x, y) space: θ = 2φ and r = u2, one arrives at the final form of
fixed-energy amplitude
K[~xb, ~xa;E] =
∞∑
−∞
eim(θb−θa)Km[xb, xa;E] (2.22)
where
Km[xb, xa;E] (2.23)
=
Mω
πi
∫ ∞
0
ds
e−iξs
sinωs
exp [2iMω(xa + xb) cotωs] I2|m+α|
(−4iMω
sinωs
√
xaxb
)
.
Km[xb, xa;E] is a fixed-energy amplitude associated to sum over all possible paths within
the mth homotopy class.
In order to obtain the energy spectrum one has to check the poles of fixed-energy ampli-
tude carefully. This is easily achieved by changing the variable v = −i/ sinωs and performing
the v-integration explicitly using the integral formula [23]
∫ ∞
0
dx√
x2 + z2
(√
x2 + z2 ± z
x
)µ
exp[−p
√
x2 + z2]Iν(cx) (2.24)
=
1
cz
Γ
(
1+ν±µ
2
)
Γ (1 + ν)
W±µ
2
, ν
2
(z+)M±µ
2
, ν
2
(z−)
where Wa,b and Ma,b are usual Whittaker functions and z± = z(p±
√
p2 − c2).
The v-integration makes Km[xb, xa;E] to be
Km[xb, xa;E] =
1
4πiω
√
xaxb
Γ
(
1
2
+ | m+ α | + ξ
2ω
)
Γ (1 + 2 | m+ α |) (2.25)
×W− ξ
2ω
,|m+α| (4MωMax(xa, xb))M− ξ
2ω
,|m+α| (4MωMin(xa, xb)) .
The energy spectrum of the ABC system is deduced from the poles of the gamma function
in the numerator:
En,m = −1
2
Mξ2
(n+ | m+ α | −1
2
)2
. n = 1, 2, · · · (2.26)
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This spectrum is in agreement with the result corresponding to the regular solution obtained
in Ref.[12].
In Sec.III The main idea of Ref.[14] for the evaluation of propagator in spin-1/2 ABC
system will be briefly reviewed.
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III. PROPER INCORPORATION OF THE SELF-ADJOINT EXTENSION
METHOD INTO THE GREEN’S FUNCTION FORMALISM
In this section we will discuss how to incorporate the self-adjoint extension method into
the Green’s function formalism briefly. A one-dimensional Hamiltonian below will be a good
model for this purpose:
H = HV + vδ(x) (3.1)
where HV is
HV =
p2
2
+ V (x). (3.2)
Taking a Laplace transform to the well-known integral equation
G[x1, x2; t] = GV [x1, x2; t]− v
∫ t
0
ds
∫
dxGV [x1, x, t− s]δ(x)G[x, x2; s] (3.3)
where G[x1, x2; t] and GV [x1, x2; t] are euclidean propagators of H and HV respectively, it is
straightforward to derive the relation
Gˆ[x1, x2;E] = GˆV [x1, x2;E]− vGˆV [x1, 0;E]Gˆ[0, x2;E]. (3.4)
¿From Eq.(3.4) one can easily obtain
Gˆ[0, x2;E] =
GˆV [0, x2;E]
1 + vGˆV [0, 0, E]
(3.5)
by taking a x1 → 0 limit. Upon combining Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) energy-dependent Green’s
function Gˆ[x1, x2;E] is easily calculated from GˆV [x1, x2;E]:
Gˆ[x1, x2;E] = GˆV [x1, x2;E]− GˆV [x1, 0, E]GˆV [0, x2;E]1
v
+ GˆV [0, 0;E]
. (3.6)
Applying the above method to the V (x) = 0 case which was done firstly in Ref.[24] produces
the energy-dependent Green’s function for the δ-function potential system
Gˆ[x, y, E] =
e−
√
2E|x−y|
√
2E
− v e
−√2E(|x|+|y|)
√
2E(
√
2E + v)
(3.7)
and euclidean time-dependent propagator by taking an inverse Laplace transform to Eq.(3.7)
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G[x, y; t] = G0[x, y; t]− v
∫ ∞
0
dze−vzG0[| x |,− | y | − | z |; t], (3.8)
where G0[x, y; t] is the time-dependent propagator for a one-dimensional free particle.
It is a simple matter to show that G[x, y, t] satisfies the well-known boundary condition
in the Kronig-Penney model
∂G
∂x
(0+, y; t)− ∂G
∂x
(0−, y; t) = 2vG[0, y; t]. (3.9)
An important observation that there are two different ways to calculate the bound-state
spectrum from energy-dependent Green’s function will play a crucial role for the calculation
of higher dimensional cases. One of the two ways to obtain the bound-state energy is
checking the poles of energy-dependent Green’s function, which is an universal property
of Gˆ[x, y, E]. The other is applying the boundary condition (3.9) to the energy-dependent
Green’s function:
∂Aˆ
∂x
[0+, y;E]− ∂Aˆ
∂x
[0−, y;E] = 2vAˆ[0, y;E] (3.10)
where Aˆ[x, y, E] ≡ Gˆ[x, y, E] − Gˆ0[x, y, E]. This means that the boundary condition (3.9)
plays an important role for the occurrence of a bound state. In Ref.[14] the use of these
two different ways is examplified to derive the relation between the self-adjoint extension
parameter and the bare coupling constant in two- and three-dimensional systems. Once this
relation is obtained, the derivation of energy-dependent Green’s function is straightforward.
The above-mentioned method, however, cannot be applied directly to the spin-1/2 ABC
system because the energy-dependent Green’s function of a spinless ABC system, which can
be obtained from fixed-energy amplitude (2.22) and (2.25) through the relation
Gˆ[~xb, ~xa;E] = iK[~xb, ~xa;−E], (3.11)
diverges when either ~xa or ~xb approaches zero. This is because of the magnetic flux tube
located at the origin. In such a case as suggested in Ref.[14] Eq.(3.6) must be modified to
be
Gˆ[~xb, ~xa;E] = GˆV [~xb, ~xa;E]− GˆV [~xb,~ǫ1;E]GˆV [~ǫ2, ~xa;E]1
v
+ limǫ2→ǫ+1 GˆV [~ǫ2,~ǫ1;E]
. (3.12)
In Eq.(3.12) the limit ǫ1 → 0 should be taken at the final stage of calculation.
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It is shown in Ref.[14] through the explicit calculation that this method produces a phys-
ically relevant propagator consistent with the boundary condition deduced by self-adjoint
extension method and derives the relationship between the self-adjoint extension parameter
and the coupling constant consistently and convincingly.
In next section we will apply this method to the spin-1/2 ABC system and obtain the
energy-dependent Green’s function explicitly.
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IV. PROPAGATOR FOR SPIN-1/2 ABC SYSTEM
¿From Eqs.(2.22) and (2.25) the energy-dependent Green’s function GˆB[~xb, ~xa;E] of the
spinless ABC system is
GˆB[~xb, ~xa;E] =
∞∑
m=−∞
eim(θb−θa)GˆBm[[xb, xa;E] (4.1)
where
GˆBm[[xb, xa;E] =
1
4πΩ
√
xaxb
Γ
(
1
2
+ | m+ α | + ξ
2Ω
)
Γ(1 + 2 | m+ α |) (4.2)
×W− ξ
2Ω
,|m+α|(4MΩMax(xa, xb))M− ξ
2Ω
,|m+α|(4MΩMin(xa, xb))
and
Ω2 =
E
2M
. (4.3)
When spin degree of freedom is added to the ABC system, it is well known [7, 9, 13] that
a delta-function potential appears because of the Zeeman interaction. The Hamiltonian,
therefore, for a large component of Dirac spinor is
HF = HB + vδ(~x) (4.4)
where HB is given in Eq.(2.1).
Now let us define the energy dependent Green’s function of spin-1/2 system in terms of
each homotopy classes:
GˆF [~xb, ~xa;E] =
∞∑
m=−∞
eim(θb−θa)GˆFm[xb, xa;E]. (4.5)
If one uses the asymptotic formula of the modified Bessel function Iν(z) ∝ zν in Eq.(2.23),
one can realize easily that the application of the self-adjoint extension method must be
restricted to the domain | m + α |< 1/2 because of the normalizability condition. This is
also conjectured in Ref.[25]. We, therefore, confine our attention to this domain for the time
being.
Upon combining Eqs.(3.12), (4.1) and (4.5) one can get the following relation:
Aˆm[xb, xa;E] (4.6)
= fm(ǫ1, ǫ2;E)
W− ξ
2Ω
,|m+α|(4MΩxa)√
xa
W− ξ
2Ω
,|m+α|(4MΩxb)√
xb
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where
Aˆm[xb, xa;E] ≡ GˆFm[xb, xa;E]− GˆBm[xb, xa;E] (4.7)
and
fm(ǫ1, ǫ2;E) = − 11
v
+ GˆBm[ǫ2, ǫ1;E]
1√
ǫ1ǫ2(4πΩ)2


Γ
(
1+2|m+α|+ ξ
Ω
2
)
Γ(1 + 2 | m+ α |)


2
(4.8)
×M− ξ
2Ω
,|m+α|(4MΩǫ1)M− ξ
2Ω
,|m+α|(4MΩǫ2).
In order to apply the boundary condition at the origin deduced from the self-adjoint
extension method, it is more convenient to express Aˆm[xb, xa;E] in terms of hypergeometric
function:
Aˆm[xb, xa;E] = fm(ǫ1, ǫ2;E)gm(xa)gm(xb) (4.9)
where
gm(r) = (4MΩ)
1
2
+|m+α|e−2MΩrr|m+α| (4.10)
× U
(
1
2
+ | m+ α | + ξ
2Ω
, 1 + 2 | m+ α |; 4MΩr
)
and
U(a, b, z) =
π
sin πb
[
F (a, b, z)
Γ(1 + a− b)Γ(b) − z
1−bF (1 + a− b, 2− b, z)
Γ(a)Γ(2− b)
]
. (4.11)
Now let us apply the boundary condition which is obtained from the self-adjoint extension
method
lim
xa→0
x|m+α|a Aˆm[xb, xa;E] (4.12)
= λm lim
xa→0
1
x
|m+α|
a
[
Aˆm[xb, xa;E]− 1
x
|m+α|
a
(
lim
x′a→0
x′|m+α|a Aˆm[xb, x
′
a;E]
)]
where λm is a self-adjoint extension parameter. The boundary condition (4.12) is derived
by one of us in Ref.[25].
After using the asymptotic formula of U(a, b, z) and performing a tedious calculation,
one can show that the boundary condition (4.12) yields the following relation
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Γ
(
1
2
+ | m+ α | + ξ
2Ω
)
Γ
(
1
2
− | m+ α | + ξ
2Ω
) = 1
λm(4MΩ)2|m+α|
Γ(2 | m+ α |)
Γ(−2 | m+ α |) . (4.13)
Hence, by solving Eq.(4.13) one can obtain the bound-state energy. Although Eq.(4.13)
is too complicated to evaluate the bound-state energy explicitly, λm → 0 and ∞ limiting
features are interesting. In these cases the bound-state spectra are explicitly determined as
poles of the gamma function,i.e.,
En,m =
1
2
Mξ2
(n− 1
2
+ | m+ α |)2 (λm = 0) (4.14)
En,m =
1
2
Mξ2
(n− 1
2
− | m+ α |)2 (λm =∞).
n = 1, 2, · · ·
These bound-state energies coincide exactly with those of regular and singular solutions
given in Ref.[12]. The absence of minus sign is due to the euclidean characteristic.
Now the relation between the self-adjoint extension parameter λm and the bare coupling
constant v can be explored. This relation is easily obtained through the comparision of
Eq.(4.13) with the poles of Aˆm[xb, xa, E]
1
v
+ GˆBm[ǫ2, ǫ1;E] = 0. (4.15)
Counting on the asymptotic formula of U(a, b, z) one can show that the poles of Aˆm[xb, xa;E]
arise when the following relation is satisfied:
Γ
(
1
2
+ | m+ α | + ξ
2Ω
)
Γ
(
1
2
− | m+ α | + ξ
2Ω
) = − 1
(4MΩ)2|m+α|
Γ(2 | m+ α |)
Γ(−2 | m+ α |) (4.16)
× 1
(ǫ1ǫ2)|m+α|
[
2π | m+ α |
Mv
+
(
ǫ1
ǫ2
)|m+α|]
.
Comparision of Eq.(4.16) with Eq.(4.13) enables one to get the relation between the self-
adjoint extension parameter and the coupling constant
1
v
= − M
2π | m+ α |
[
(ǫ1ǫ2)
|m+α|
λm
+
(
ǫ1
ǫ2
)|m+α|]
. (4.17)
This relation makes the denominator of Eq.(4.8) to be
1
v
+ GˆBm[ǫ2, ǫ1;E] = −
M
2π | m+ α |(ǫ1ǫ2)
|m+α| (4.18)
×
[
1
λm
− (4MΩ)2|m+α|Γ(−2 | m+ α |)Γ(
1
2
+ | m+ α | + ξ
2Ω
)
Γ(2 | m+ α |)Γ(1
2
− | m+ α | + ξ
2Ω
)
]
.
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By inserting Eq.(4.18) into (4.8) and taking a limit ǫ2 → ǫ+1 and ǫ1 → 0, fm(ǫ1, ǫ2;E)
becomes the ǫ1- and ǫ2-independent finite quantity
lim
ǫ1,ǫ2→0
fm(ǫ1, ǫ2;E) (4.19)
=
2π | m+ α |
M
(4MΩ)1+2|m+α|
(4πΩ)2
(
Γ(1
2
+ | m+ α | + ξ
2Ω
)
Γ(1 + 2 | m+ α |)
)2
×
[
1
λm
− (4MΩ)2|m+α|Γ(−2 | m+ α |)Γ(
1
2
+ | m+ α | + ξ
2Ω
)
Γ(2 | m+ α |)Γ(1
2
− | m+ α | + ξ
2Ω
)
]−1
.
Substituting Eq.(4.19) into Eq.(4.6) directly Aˆm[xb, xa;E] is easily obtained. Hence, the
energy-dependent Green’s function for the spin-1/2 system is
GˆF [~xb, ~xa;E] =
∑
|m+α|>1/2
eim(θb−θa)GˆBm[xb, xa;E] (4.20)
+
∑
|m+α|<1/2
eim(θb−θa)
[
GˆBm[xb, xa;E]
+
2π | m+ α |
M
(4MΩ)1+2|m+α|
(4πΩ)2
(
Γ(1
2
+ | m+ α | + ξ
2Ω
)
Γ(1 + 2 | m+ α |)
)2
×
[
1
λm
− (4MΩ)2|m+α|Γ(−2 | m+ α |)Γ(
1
2
+ | m+ α | + ξ
2Ω
)
Γ(2 | m+ α |)Γ(1
2
− | m+ α | + ξ
2Ω
)
]−1
×
W− ξ
2Ω
,|m+α|(4MΩxa)√
xa
W− ξ
2Ω
,|m+α|(4MΩxb)√
xb
]
.
Of course we can obtain the fixed-energy amplitude from Eq.(4.20) by using the relation
(3.11).
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V. CONCLUSION
We derived the propagators of the spinless and spin-1/2 ABC systems explicitly. For the
derivation of propagator in the spinless ABC system we applied the Duru-Kleinert method
which was used firstly to evaluate the propagator for the case of hydrogen atom. It is found
that the spinless ABC system with mass M and flux parameter α is reduced to the AB
plus harmonic oscillator system with mass 4M , flux parameter 2α and angular frequency√
−E/2M through the Levi-Civita` transformation that is a two-dimensional counterpart
of the KS transformation. The fact that the Levi-Civita` transformation is mapping from
flat space to flat space unlike the KS transformation makes the derivation of propagator in
the spinless ABC system extremely simple. The final form of the propagator is expressed
as an winding number representation and the bound-state spectrum deduced from it is in
agreement with that corresponding to the regular solution at the origin suggested in the
previous article.
With the propagator of the spinless ABC system we analyzed also the spin-1/2 ABC
system. For the derivation of the propagator in the spin-1/2 ABC system the following two
different approaches were used to get the bound-state spectrum:
1. by checking the poles of the energy-dependent Green’s function.
2. by requiring the boundary condition derived from the self-adjoint extension to the energy-
dependent Green’s function.
Identification of these two different spectra naturally leads one to the relation between the
self-adjoint extension parameter and the coupling constant. Substitution of this relation into
the denominator of the energy-dependent Green’s function enabled us to obtain the finite
propagator of the spin-1/2 ABC system.
Since AB interaction is acted on charge and magnetic flux tube, interaction between
anyons requires a Coulomb modification. Although the expression of the two-dimensional
Coulomb term may be disputable, reflecting from the fact that real world is three-
dimensional one and two dimension is embedded in it, the propagator obtained in the present
paper might be used for the study of the time-dependent scattering or statistical properties
of anyon system.
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